Abstract. Piezoelectric actuators are increasingly becoming popular for the use in various industrial, pharmaceutical, and engineering applications. However, their short motion range limits their wide applications. This shortcoming can be overcome by coupling the piezoelectric actuators with a mechanical displacement amplifier. In this paper, a new design for a XY planar motion compliant mechanical displacement amplifier (CMDA) based on the design of a symmetric five-bar compliant mechanical amplifier is introduced. Detailed analysis with Finite Element Method (FEM) of static and dynamic characteristics of the proposed XY CMDA design is also provided. Finally, the optimization process and results to increase the Amplification Ratio (AR) of the proposed XY compliant mechanism with minimal compromise in Natural Frequency (NF) is discussed.
Introduction
High precision manipulation systems have a variety of uses in many industrial applications, especially where the positioning of components with high accuracy (i.e. in micrometer or nanometer scales) is required (Yong and Lu, 2009) . Examples of these applications may include the alignment of fibre-optics and lasers, the positioning of specimens in a scanning-electron-microscope, the positioning of masks in lithography, cells manipulation in micro-biology, and assembly and manipulation of micro-scale components in microassembly applications (Yong and Lu, 2009) .
Piezoelectric (PZT) actuators are micro motion generators capable of producing a high displacement resolution and low strain with high force outputs (Ouyang et al., 2008a) . However, due to their relatively short motion ranges, the functions of PZT actuators become limited or infeasible for many of the above mentioned applications. One technique to overcome the mentioned shortcoming is to integrate a PZT actuator with a mechanical displacement amplifier (Ouyang et al., 2008b) . Such an amplification mechanism can be based on a compliant mechanical displacement amplifier (CMDA) (Timoshenko and Gere, 1961; Howell, 2001; Hull and Canfield, 2006; Lu and Kota, 2006; Su and McCathy, 2007) . A CMDA has many advantages such as no friction losses, no need for lubrication, no tolerance, and et al. over conventional rotating pin-joint mechanisms (Lobontiu, 2002) . Hence, the primary goal of a CMDA is to achieve a large output displacement in desired direction(s) for a given input displacement generated by a PZT actuator, and to keep a high positioning resolution at the same time. This, however, may cause a reduction in the structure's generated output force and the natural frequency (NF) of the mechanism (Ouyang et al., 2008b) . Nevertheless, the consequent reduction of the output force due to a CMDA can be tolerated since PZT actuators are capable of generating large amount of force, and a relatively high NF can be achieved through properly structural design.
The topic of design, characteristics, and application of CMDAs is not a new one for one direction motion amplification. Numerous literatures regarding this topic can be found in Ananthasuresh and Saxena (2000) ; Bharti and Frecker (2004); Furukawa et al. (1995) ; Kota et al. (1999) ; Pokines and Garcia (1998); Tian et al. (2009); Yang et al. (1996) . In general, the performance of a CMDA is a function of some important parameters such as the material properties and the flexure hinge profile of the mechanical displacement amplifier. Xu and King (1996) introduced and compared the performance (in terms of flexibility and accuracy) of three topologies of flexure hinge structures that 304 A. Eskandari and P. R. Ouyang: XY compliant mechanical displacement amplifier comprise the elemental components of the majority of compound amplifiers. Shuib et al. (2007) also conducted a review of existing compliant technologies, their applications, and their design limitations. Ma et al. (2006) suggested that increasing the thickness of the flexure hinges will increase the NF of the CMDA. However, this will be accompanied by a significant decrease in the total output displacement. The design of compliant mechanisms with multiple optimally placed and sized PZT actuators for obtaining maximized output deflection and force was also discussed by Bharti and Frecker (2004) . Ouyang et al. (2008b) proposed a new design of CMDA based on a symmetric five-bar topology and compared its performance characteristics to other existing topologies for displacement amplification purpose. But the compliant mechanism developed in Ouyang et al. (2008b) can only produce one direction motion and has its limitations for real applications. It is nature to expand the previous design from one direction motion to two direction motions that suits most micro precision applications. The performed optimization analysis in this paper is the extension of the previous research to XY planar motions and also leads to the introduction of the parameters which have the most effect on the performance of the device.
There are some other advantages of using piezoelectric actuators with mechanical displacement amplifiers with the redundancy in design. That is to say, such a system has a potential of redundancy in providing actuations in robotics. Such redundancy may be utilized for improving the resilience of the system and for improving dynamic performance of the system (Ouyang, 2011) . It should be mentioned that the designed CDMA can be used as the micro motion part for a Hybrid macro-micro mechanism (Sun et al., 2011) . Therefore, the designed CMDA has its potential in different applications.
Topology of a symmetric five-bar structure
The design and optimization of the planar motion generator CMDA, discussed in this paper, is based on the symmetric five-bar structure proposed by Ouyang et al. (2008b) . This particular CMDA was designed to be symmetrical in its configuration. As shown in Fig. 1a a PZT actuator is used to produce the input displacement required for simultaneous rotations of two driving links in opposite directions. This then generates an output that can be constrained in one direction only. This topology is actually a combination of a symmetric four-bar topology and a lever arm topology (Yong and Lu, 2009) . In another word the vertical bars are of lever arm structures, and between the two lever arms is a symmetric four-bar structure, see Fig. 1a . The advantage of this configuration over the symmetric four-bar topology is its high NF and Amplification Ratio (AR) in a compact size. Figure 1b also shows a pseudo-rigid body model (PRBM) of this model. The PRBM model can be used to predict the output displacement and overall stiffness of the CMDA. A detailed PRBM analysis on the symmetric five-bar structure CMDA is provided by Ouyang et al. (2008b) .
It should be mentioned that, from the PRBM in Fig. 1b , the AR is directly related to the ratio of l 1 /l 2 , h and l 0 . Also it is certain that the profile of the flexible hinge has significant contribution to the AR and the NF. Please note that all the design parameters and their importance on the performance of the 5 bar CMDA has been discovered and explained in details. The purpose of this paper was mainly design a planar motion generator based on the design of the 5 bar CMDA and optimize the performance of the device base on the proposed design parameters mentioned (Ouyang et al., 2008b) .
Design requirements and constraints
As it is mentioned earlier, the symmetric five-bar structure CMDA is only capable of generating an output displacement constrained in only one direction. However, many industrial applications of micro motion devices require manipulators be capable of generating an XY planar motion with high NF. The goal of this research is to exploit the advantages of the symmetric five-bar structure CMDA and propose a novel XY CMDA capable of generating large displacements in both X and Y directions.
The proposed planar motion CMDA comprises of two identical legs located in X and Y directions as shown in Fig. 2 . Each leg then is connected with a pair of arms to the output of the device. Leg A of the device translates the horizontal driving force and motion of the PZT to the Y direction motion, while the Leg B does that in the X direction motion. Please note that both legs A and B are each constrained in all degree of freedoms from the base.
ome of the key parameters that have significant effect on the performance of the CMDA are lso shown in Fig.2 . Please note that the parameters shown on the Leg A can be used to onstruct the rest of the device since the mechanism is symmetric about the illustrated line of ymmetry. Table 1 below also lists the initial values of the most important parameters used to design the lanar motion generator CMDA. Please note that the minimum dimensions that parameters l 2 nd L can adopt are related to the dimensions of NPA50SG actuators that will be integrated ithin each leg. S is determined to make two directional motions possible in a compact size. arameter h also stipulates the inclined angle of the double parallel bars, referring to Fig According to Fig. 2 , the proposed planar motion generator CMDA has the following characteristics:
1. The mechanism is a symmetric compliant mechanism with two degree of freedoms (DOF) due to two identical legs in X and Y directions.
2.
A CMDA is applied to amplify the stroke of a PZT actuator for each leg.
3. The designed mechanism can be used to generate both planar and linear micro motions.
4. The moving output or end-effector of the device is design to be a cube.
5. Each leg of the planar motion generator CMDA consists of two pairs of the inclined bars of the length l 3 to increase the NF of the designed mechanism.
Some of the key parameters that have significant effect on the performance of the CMDA are also shown in Fig. 2 . Please note that the parameters shown on the Leg A can be used to construct the rest of the device since the mechanism is symmetric about the illustrated line of symmetry. Table 1 below also lists the initial values of the most important parameters used to design the planar motion generator CMDA. Please note that the minimum dimensions that parameters l 2 and L can adopt are related to the dimensions of NPA50SG actuators that will be integrated within each leg. S is determined to make two directional motions possible in a compact size. Parameter h also stipulates the inclined angle of the double parallel bars, referring to Fig. 1b . Finally parameters t and fb represent the thickness of the rectangular and circular flexure hinges, respectively. The thickness of the CMDA is 10 mm. 
Initial FEM static and dynamic analysis
A 3-D model of the planar motion generator CMDA was constructed using ANSYS Mechanical APDL (ANSYS, 2009) with the primary parameters listed in Table 1 . Then by assigning the stainless steel material properties (Table 2) to the model, the CMDA was meshed using SOLID 186 element type. SOLID186 is a higher order 3-D 20-node solid element that exhibits quadratic displacement behavior. The element is characterized by 20 nodes having three translational degrees of freedom per node in the nodal X, Y, and Z directions. This element supports plasticity, hyperelasticity, creep, stress stiffening, large deflection, and large strain capabilities (Ouyang, 2011) . The initial static and dynamic FEM analyses for the following four cases are performed: -Case 1: input displacements of 10 [µm] were applied to each of the device's four inputs to obtain the mechanism's overall AR and NF.
-Case 2: input displacements of 10 [µm] were applied to each of the two inputs of the Leg A of the device only to get the AR of the mechanism in vertical direction.
-Case 3: input displacements of 10 [µm] were applied to each of the two inputs of the Leg B of the device only to get the AR of the mechanism in horizontal direction.
-Case 4: two forces of 5 [N] each were applied to the devices output (as shown in Fig. 3 ) while an input displacement of 10 [µm] were applied to each of the device's four inputs. Then the mechanism's overall AR and NF were obtained by performing FEM analysis.
Please note that the AR is the ratio of the maximum output displacement (y) of the device to the input displacement (δ) created by PZT actuator: it can be seen from Table 3 the mechanism has an overall AR of 33.3 and a NF of 293.09 ]. The NF of the system remains the same for Case 4. However; the AR reduces from 33.3 Case 1 to 27.6 for Case 4 due to device being under loading for this scenario, as the rnal force will act to resist the output motion of the CMDA. 4 illustrates the contour plot of the Von-Mises stress of the CMDA when displacements of [μm] were applied to all of its inputs. From Fig. 4 , it can be observed that the CMDA The cross-talk of the CDMA was calculated using the following two formulas (Loberto et al., 2004) :
A xy = ∆x ∆y s
where ∆y is the desired displacement in the Y direction and ∆x s is the spurious displacement found in X direction when attempt to displace in Y, while in the case of A xy , ∆x is the desired displacement in the X direction and ∆y s is the spurious displacement found in Y direction when attempt to displace in X. The results obtained from the above analysis are listed in Table 3 .
As it can be seen from Table 3 the mechanism has an overall AR of 33.3 and a NF of 293.09 [Hz] . The NF of the system remains the same for Case 4. However; the AR reduces from 33.3 for Case 1 to 27.6 for Case 4 due to device being under loading for this scenario, as the external force will act to resist the output motion of the CMDA. Table 3 also shows that the mechanism possess a NF of 289.286 [Hz] and an AR of 24.3 in each vertical and horizontal directions when only one direction motion is produced using only one PZT actuator. The cross-talk level between Y and X displacement as well as the X and Y displacement for both cases 2 and 3 were also found to be 19.51.
Strength of the material.
It should be mentioned that this initial design is a sub-optimal design based on previous one dimensional CMDA presented in [3] , and it will be used as the first iteration in the following optimal design process. 
Optimal Design

Design Parameters
The goal of an optimization process for the planar motion generator CMDA is to obtain the values of some significant design parameters that maximize the AR of the device with taking into account the maximum stress occurred in the flexural hinges and the maximum force available by PZT actuators to create a desired input displacement. These significant parameters were discovered in [3] and were regarded as having the most effects on the AR of the symmetric five-bar CMDA. Table 4 lists the design parameters used for the optimization of the planar motion generator CMDA with their corresponding allowable ranges. It should be noted that selected ranges of the design parameters are based on some sub-optimal design results. Figure 4 illustrates the contour plot of the Von-Mises stress of the CMDA when displacements of 10 [µm] were applied to all of its inputs. From Fig. 4 , it can be observed that the CMDA experiences a maximum stress of 124 [MPa] at the rectangular flexure hinge attached to the left vertical arm that connects the Leg A of the device to cubic output. This high stress area is marked on the figure by MX. Certainly, the maximum stress is much less than the Yield Strength of the material.
It should be mentioned that this initial design is a suboptimal design based on previous one dimensional CMDA presented in Ouyang et al. (2008b) , and it will be used as the first iteration in the following optimal design process.
Optimal design
Design parameters
The goal of an optimization process for the planar motion generator CMDA is to obtain the values of some significant design parameters that maximize the AR of the device with taking into account the maximum stress occurred in the flexural hinges and the maximum force available by PZT actuators to create a desired input displacement. These significant parameters were discovered in Ouyang et al. (2008b) and were regarded as having the most effects on the AR of the symmetric five-bar CMDA. Table 4 lists the design parameters used for the optimization of the planar motion generator CMDA with their corresponding allowable ranges. It should be noted that selected ranges of the design parameters are based on some sub-optimal design results.
Optimization process
As mentioned earlier, one of the optimization constraints is the maximum stress that flexural hinges can undergo. This was defined by stainless steel yield strength listed in Table 2 . In another word during optimization process, the maximum stress (σ) experienced within flexural hinges was not allowed to exceed stainless steel yield strength (σ y ) with a safety factor (SF). Another constraint considered for the optimization was the force required to create a given amount of input displacement. This force also was set to not exceed NPA50SG actuators push load capacity of 1000 [N] during the optimization process. Therefore, the optimization problem of the XY motion CMDA can be described as:
Subject to:
where F is the force required to create a displacement at each of the device's input, and the constant 20E6 in Eq. (5) is the actuator inherent stiffness. As there is no explicit formula to build the connections between the design parameters and the objective function and constraints, a numerical optimization analysis using ANSYS is approached. ANSYS first order optimization method in conjunction with random design method were used to find the design parameters (within the given range) that yields the best AR for the proposed design for a constant 10 [µm] input displacement, while two constraints are satisfied at the same time. The optimized parameters under this specific condition are obtained through ANSYS and listed in Table 5 . Figure 5 is the plot of the design parameters versus the design objective (DMAX). As it can be seen from the graph and Table 5 design parameters l 1 , l 2 , and h have the most effect on the AR of the device. On the other hand, parameters fb and t maintained relatively constant values throughout the optimization process. The thickness t of the rectangular flexure hinge is very close to the minimum value of the allowable range, while the thickness fb of the circular flexure hinge is determined mainly by the allowable Please note that smaller values of these two parameters yield a higher AR. However, thinner flexure hinges can sustain less stress for a given input displacement and will result in the CMDA failure.
Static and dynamic FEM analysis on the optimized design
After obtaining the optimized design parameters, static and dynamic FEM analysis were performed on the proposed optimized CMDA design for four different cases. These analyses were done for the same four cases as of the initial design. Table 6 lists the dynamic and static results of the proposed optimized design for each case. Figure 6 illustrates the contour plot of the Von-Mises stress of the optimized CMDA when displacements of 10 [µm] were applied to all of its inputs. From Fig. 6 , it can be observed that the location of the maximum stress experienced by the CMDA has changed to the location of rectangular flexure hinge attached to the top horizontal arm S that connects the Leg B of the device to cubic output. This high stress area is shown on the figure by MX and the maximum stress experienced by the hinge is 132 [MPa] . Such an increase in the amount of the stress experienced by the rectangular flexure hinge is due to the fact that the thickness of the hinge has reduced from 0.35 [mm] for the un-optimized CMDA to 0.303 [mm] for the optimized one. The same reason has also led to the decrease of the cross-talk level between Y and X displacement as well as the X and Y displacement from 19.51 for the un-optimized case to 15.52 for the optimized one.
From the optimized results, it can be observed that the overall AR of the device increased from 32.8 to 39.2 while the NF decreased from 293.09 [Hz] for the initial design to 243.91 [Hz] for the optimized design. Such a result is expected as the goal of the optimization is to achieve high AR value with a small sacrifice of NR. Figure 7 shows the corresponding mode shape to the found NF for the first case. Similar results have also been obtained for cases 2 to 4. Comparing Table 6 with Table 3 , one can see that the ARs are close to the minimum value of the allowable range, while the thickness fb of the circular flexure hinge is determined mainly by the allowable Please note that smaller values of these two parameters yield a higher AR. However, thinner flexure hinges can sustain less stress for a given input displacement and will result in the CMDA failure. 
Static and Dynamic FEM Analysis on the Optimized Design
After obtaining the optimized design parameters, static and dynamic FEM analysis were performed on the proposed optimized CMDA design for four different cases. These analyses were done for the same four cases as of the initial design. Table 6 lists the dynamic and static results of the proposed optimized design for each case. Fig. 6 illustrates the contour plot of the Von-Mises stress of the optimized CMDA when displacements of 10 [μm] were applied to all of its inputs. From Fig. 6 , it can be observed that the location of the maximum stress experienced by the CMDA has changed to the location of From the optimized results, it can be observed that the overall AR of the device increased from 32.8 to 39.2 while the NF decreased from 293.09 [Hz] for the initial design to 243.91 [Hz] for the optimized design. Such a result is expected as the goal of the optimization is to achieve high AR value with a small sacrifice of NR. Fig. 7 shows the corresponding mode shape to the found NF for the first case. Similar results have also been obtained for cases 2 to 4. Comparing Table 6 with Table 3 , one can see that the ARs are larger and the NRs are less for the optimized designs. All these results are expected as the objective function for the optimization is the maximum amplification ratio in the design. Fig. 8 . also shows the mode shape corresponding to the second case where displacements of 10 [μm] in the X direction were applied to the Leg A of the device. larger and the NRs are less for the optimized designs. All these results are expected as the objective function for the optimization is the maximum amplification ratio in the design. Figure 8 . also shows the mode shape corresponding to the second case where displacements of 10 [µm] in the X direction were applied to the Leg A of the device.
Conclusions
In this paper, the design, modeling, and optimization of a planar motion generator CMDA based on the design of a symmetric five-bar CMDA are presented. The goal of optimization process is to achieve high amplification ratio for the device and have a relative high natural frequency. The planar motion generator CMDA is capable of converting and amplifying the linear motion of PZT actuator to a large rang planar (2-D) output motion. Some important parameters are identified and the optimized values are obtained for the purpose of the maximum output displacement of the designed CMDA for a selected specified PZT actuator. Detailed analysis with finite element method of static and dynamic characteristics of the proposed XY CMDA design is also provided. Through the optimization process, a XY compliant mechanical displacement amplifier with high AR compared to the initial sub-optimal design is provided. In the future, a full scale model of the proposed device will be manufactured and tested to compare the obtained FEM results to that obtained by real experiments. 
